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Abstract This article introduces the MC4WEPS corpus, a new resource for
evaluating Web People Search Disambiguation tasks, and describes its design, collection and annotation process, the agreement between the diﬀerent
annotators, and finally introduces a baseline evaluation. This corpus is built
by compiling multilingual search engines results where the queries are person
names. Proper noun disambiguation is an open problem in natural language
ambiguity resolution and, specifically, resolving the ambiguity of person names
in Web search results is still a challenging problem. However, state-of-the-art
approaches have been evaluated only with monolingual web page collections.
The MC4WEPS corpus aims to provide the research community with a reference corpus for the task of disambiguating search engine results where the
query is a person name shared by homonymous individuals. The features of
this new corpus stand out from existing corpora for the same task, namely
multilingualism and inclusion of social networking websites. These characteristics make it more representative of a real search scenario, especially for
evaluating person name disambiguation in a multilingual context. The article
also includes detailed information about the format and the availability of the
corpus.
Keywords Corpus linguistics · Multilingual · Annotation · People Name
Disambiguation

1 Introduction
Searching for information about people on the Web is a common practice.
An estimate on the data collected from a major commercial search engine
that about 2 ∼ 4% of the daily Web queries are in the form of just personal
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names [28]. This amount is even higher considering all queries that contain
personal names: between 11 and 17% of Web queries include a person name
[1]. However, one of the major diﬃculties when searching for people on the
Web is the fact that diﬀerent people have the same name.
Resolving the ambiguity of person names in Web searches is a challenging
problem and is a growing area of interest for Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR) communities. According to the description provided by the Web People Search (WePS) Task in SemEval 2007 [2],
the problem of disambiguating person names in a Web search scenario can be
defined as follows: given a query consisting of a person name in addition to
search engine results for that query, the goal is to cluster the resultant web
pages according to the diﬀerent individuals they refer to. Thus, the challenge
of this task lies in estimating the number of diﬀerent homonymous individuals and grouping the pages of the same individual in the same cluster. This
task is therefore addressed as a clustering problem. It should not be confused
with entity linking (EL), where the goal is to link name mentions of entities
in a document collection to entities in a reference knowledge base (typically
Wikipedia), or to detect new entities.
The diﬃculty of disambiguating person names resides in the fact that many
people share the same name. For instance, given a query for Tom Mitchell, the
top 100 results returned by Google contain 37 diﬀerent namesakes [24]. It is
estimated that in United States alone, the 300 most common male names are
used by more than 114 million people [31]. The problem of disambiguating
person names has had an impact on the Internet and has promoted the development of vertical search engines that are specialized in Web people searches
(e.g. spokeo.com, 123people.com or zoominfo.com). In addition, many Web
People Name Disambiguation approaches have been developed. All the methods proposed in WePS-1, WePS-2 and WePS-3 campaigns are presented in [2,
3, 1], respectively; and some examples of the most recent are [11, 10, 6, 8, 24, 21,
15, 33].
Along with state-of-the-art approaches, language resources have played an
essential role in research on NLP and a wide range of language technologies.
Especially, the corpora provide a material basis and a test bed for building
NLP systems [32]. A corpus can be defined as a collection of machine-readable
authentic texts (including transcripts of spoken data) that is sampled to be
representative of a particular natural language or language variety [23]. The
traditional written corpora for linguistics research were created primarily from
printed text, but with the growth of the World Wide Web as an information
resource, they are increasingly being used as training data in NLP tasks [20].
Thus, the Web oﬀers enormous possibilities for corpus development [18] and,
in the case of the Web People Search Disambiguation task, it is the natural
source of information to build new benchmark collections.
Web pages referring to the same individual are of diﬀerent natures, which
makes the clustering process diﬃcult. For example, some pages may be professional sites, while others may be blogs containing personal information. In
addition, social networking services usually cause search engines to return sev-
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eral profiles belonging to diﬀerent individuals sharing the same name. These
social pages often introduce noisy information and make the state of the art
algorithms break down [6]. Due to these problems, the users have to refine the
queries with additional terms. This task gets harder when the person name is
shared by a celebrity or a historical figure, because the results of the search
engines are dominated by that individual, making the search of information
about other individuals more diﬃcult. For example, a Web search about a
George Bush other than the former U.S. president can return many pages
about the former president, which may be problematic [34]. Consequently, it
may be necessary to search once more to find web pages about the target
person that could be hidden among the numerous unrelated ones. Finally, in
some cases, web pages referring to a specific individual may also be written in
diﬀerent languages, which increases the diﬃculty of finding the desired results.
This paper introduces the MC4WEPS (Multilingual Corpus for WEb People Search) corpus, a multilingual resource for the Web People Search Disambiguation task, and describes its characteristics, structure and format. Even
though there are several benchmark collections publicly available to train and
evaluate the algorithms that deal with this task, these collections only cover
some of the aspects that can be found in a real search scenario. For example, individuals with web pages of diﬀerent natures, or who share a celebrity’s
name. However, none of the existing corpora also cover, at the same time, the
other two requirements we have considered in this collection: multilingualism
and a realistic number of social networking web pages. The MC4WEPS corpus
provides an evaluation scenario which addresses all these criteria.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a background on
other Web corpus collections for the Web People Search Disambiguation task.
In Section 3 we describe how the corpus was constructed and the degree of
inter-annotator agreement. In Section 4 we compare the new corpus with other
reference corpora for this task. Section 5 presents a baseline evaluation of the
corpus with some state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, the paper ends with
some conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Supervised and corpus based approaches in NLP research have evolved since
annotated corpora began to be collected. Despite being numerous, most corpora were created for specific research projects and are not publicly available.
In spite of this, several corpora are available for evaluating the performance of
person name disambiguation systems. We shall describe these corpora briefly
below.
Three corpora were created for the Web People Search campaigns. WePS1
is a competitive evaluation campaign that proposes several tasks, including
resolution of disambiguation on the Web data. In particular, WePS-1, WePS-2
1
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and WePS-3 campaigns provided an evaluation framework consisting of several
annotated data sets composed of English person names.
In essence, the WePS task that was proposed to the SemEval-2007 participants (WePS-1) was the following: systems receive a set of web pages (which
are the result of a Web search for a person name), and these have to be
clustered in as many sets as there are entities sharing the name [2]. WePS-1
provided a training corpus and a test corpus. For the training corpus, the compilers selected person names from diﬀerent sources in order to provide diﬀerent
ambiguity scenarios. The corpus is made up of 49 person names and the top
100 search results written in English for each name from the Yahoo! search
engine. Nevertheless, some person names had fewer than 100 web pages, since
some URLs returned by the search engine were often no longer available. Out
of those 49 person names, 32 were collected from the Web03 corpus (see [22]
for more details). Furthermore, 7 person names were extracted from the English Wikipedia with a view to including prominent individuals (e.g. popular
or historical figures), which ensured lower ambiguity. Finally, 10 names were
randomly selected from the Program Committee listing of the Computer Science conference ECDL-06. These 10 names were potentially less ambiguous,
because computer science scholars usually have a stronger presence on the Internet than individuals from other professional fields. For its part, the WePS-1
test corpus is composed of 30 English person names and the top 100 search
results written in English for each name from the Yahoo! search engine. Out of
these 30 person names, 10 were extracted from the English Wikipedia; another
10 names from participants of the Association for Computational Linguistics
conference 2006 (ACL’06); and the last 10 names were collected from the U.S.
Census.
The WePS-2 campaign [3] proposed the two following tasks: (1) Clustering web pages to solve the ambiguity of search results, and (2) Extracting 18
attribute type values for target individuals whose names appear on a set of
web pages. This campaign provided two types of data: a development corpus
and a test corpus. The development corpus consists of the corpora and clustering gold standard previously used for the WePS-1 campaign (49 PERSON
NAMES). Whereas the test corpus consists of 30 person names and it is compiled similarly as WePS-1 corpora. The WePS-2 corpus collected 30 person
names and the top 150 search results from the Yahoo! search engine (using
the name as a quoted query and searching only for pages written in English).
In some cases, some pages from the search results were not included in the
final corpus because they could not be downloaded or were not available when
creating the corpus. In addition, those documents that did not contain at least
one occurrence of the person name were removed. In this case, 10 out of these
person names were randomly sampled from the list of biographies in the English Wikipedia, another 10 names where randomly extracted from the list of
Programme Committee members for the annual meeting of the Association
for Computational Linguistics (ACL’08), and the last 10 person names were
randomly composed by using frequent names and surnames in the U.S. Census.
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The WePS-3 campaign [1] proposed a task that merged the problems proposed in the two previous WePS campaigns, where the system must return
both the documents and the attributes for each diﬀerent set of people sharing a given name. In WePS-3 the amount of test data was increased, both in
number of documents and in person names. The WePS-3 corpus gathered 300
person names and the top 200 search results written in English for each name
from the Yahoo! search engine. To obtain the names, the campaign organizers
followed similar procedures to those used in WePS-2, i.e. randomly extracting
person names from the US Census, Wikipedia and Computer Science conferences program committees. But in addition to that, the WePS-3 task included
names for which at least one person had one of the following occupations: attorney, corporate executive or realtor. Fifty names were extracted from each
of these sources to make a total of 300 names.
We have revised these three corpora and we have seen that all of them
are monolingual, and have limited profiles from social networking pages. In
addition, WePS-2 organizers did not take these kind of pages into account for
the evaluation. Thus, they do not cover all aspects occurring in the current
context of Web People Search Disambiguation tasks.
For their part, Bekkerman and McCallum attempted to approach the problem of finding Web occurrences of a group of people [5]. That is, they brought
up the question of how a social network needs to be leveraged if we want to look
for several people who are related in some way. In order to test their proposal,
they developed a corpus for the people name disambiguation task, but with
some people names related in some way. They extracted 12 person names that
appeared in headers of email messages collected by participants in a research
project. All of the individuals were likely to be present on the Web. Then they
collected and hand-labeled a data set of over 1000 web pages retrieved from
Google queries on the 12 personal names, which were queried in quotation
marks. In 10 out of 12 cases the person names were heavily ambiguous, and
all the web pages were written in English language.
Nonetheless, and as we stated before, a more realistic scenario for evaluating person name disambiguation tasks requires gathering data from social
networking sites, because a person name queried in a Web search engine usually returns social network profiles. For this reason, [6] the ECIR2012 corpus2
provides a data set that, basically, diﬀers from the WePS corpora because it
contains a significant amount of social networking profiles. This corpus was
created by selecting queries from query logs of a people search engine. The
logs were collected between September 2010 and February 2011 and contain
queries, associated clicks, and browser cookies (for user identification). In order to select ambiguous queries, they required queries to have clicks to at least
three diﬀerent profiles within one social media platform. In addition, they required that at least seven searches were performed, with clicks to at least two
search engines or social media platforms. The document set was constructed
by retrieving 20 documents (profiles) from each of five large social media plat2
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forms (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) and 50 documents from three major
Web search engines (Google, Yahoo! and Bing). The URLs were used to delete
repeated web pages, and those documents that did not contain the searched
person name were ignored. The ECIR2012 corpus was eventually made up of
33 ambiguous names and a total of 3,487 web pages. The number of search
results varied, ranging from 27 to 164, depending on the person name. This
corpus poses new challenges for disambiguation methods that had proved to be
very eﬀective previously, due to the fact that social media profiles are textually
sparse. However, the documents included in this corpus were mainly written
in Dutch, so it might only be useful for studying person name disambiguation
in a monolingual scenario. Moreover, considering that social documents were
retrieved from large social media platforms and not directly from a search engine, this corpus does not represent a real-word scenario for this task, such as
it is defined in WePS campaigns.
Finally, multilingual web pages in the major world languages are common
nowadays, and person name queries often return results in more than one language. It would therefore be desirable for multilingual corpora to be available
for tackling the Web People Search Disambiguation task in this scenario. As
far as we know, the only multilingual corpus available is a resource developed
to evaluate the language independence of an unsupervised method for disambiguating names of people, places and organizations [25]. The corpus was
created by locating large news corpora for each of the four languages being
considered (Bulgarian, English, Spanish, and Romanian). Subsequently, they
identified the Named Entities in the news documents automatically. In order to
facilitate evaluation, they created ambiguities in the data by conflating names
that are largely unambiguous. For example, they took all occurrences of Bill
Clinton and all occurrences of Tony Blair and made their names ambiguous by
replacing them with Bill Clinton-Tony Blair. The corpus contains 16 person
names, but only one of them is present in documents of diﬀerent languages. We
consider this corpus a bit artificial, since person name ambiguity was forced
by the developers of the corpus, i.e. it was not natural. Regarding multilingualism, the person names involved were not shared between the documents
of diﬀerent languages, so the disambiguation task was basically monolingual.
Moreover, this corpus is made up of news from the Web search engine scenario,
and consequently the social network profiles were not present.
This brief survey shows that, despite there being some corpora available
for evaluating the diﬀerent proposals for disambiguating person names on the
Web, they are basically monolingual. Furthermore, except from ECIR2012,
they do not contain or process a significant percentage of social network pages,
which are usually returned by search engines when searching for information
with a person name query. In this paper we present a new corpus in order to
provide a more current and realistic scenario for training and evaluating those
systems that deal with this task. The two main features of this corpus are: (1)
The inclusion multilingual results; and (2) Social networking profiles as kept
as they were retrieved by the search engine. The next section of this article
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provides a detailed description of the pipeline used to create the corpus and
its characteristics.

3 Design of the MC4WEPS Corpus
Here we will explain the details of the compilation of this new corpus. We
developed the MC4WEPS corpus by mainly considering two design aspects:
degrees of ambiguity, and multilingualism. Two new contributions of our work
are that, first, we have designed the corpus by including person names with
several degrees of ambiguity and, second, the corpus contains both monolingual
and multilingual search results in diﬀerent degrees.

3.1 Compilation Criteria
We carried out the compilation and annotation of the corpus throughout 2014.
The first step in our approach involved identifying diﬀerent sets of seed person
names, which ensured variety in terms of ambiguity and languages. Depending
on the search results, these initial names were changed until a suﬃciently varied
corpus was collected.
The person names queries were defined according to the following variables:
– Ambiguity: queries could be non ambiguous, ambiguous, or very ambiguous. We classified a person name as very ambiguous when the results of
the search engine corresponded to more than 10 diﬀerent individuals in a
range between 100 and 300 web pages. Otherwise the name was considered
ambiguous, unless all the results corresponded only to one individual (these
cases were non ambiguous).
– Language: the results could be monolingual (all the web pages were written
in the same language) and multilingual (there were web pages in more
than one language). Additionally, for each cluster of pages belonging to
the same individual, we considered whether the results were monolingual
or multilingual. This was due to the fact that even though the results
for a person name query are multilingual, the clusters for each diﬀerent
individual could be monolingual or multilingual.
Regarding ambiguity, the candidate person names for the queries included
celebrities, international researchers, politicians, prominent professionals of a
linguistic community and popular names in the main languages considered.
As for the languages, we mainly focused the queries on names in English
and Spanish, which are two of the top three languages used on the Web,
according to the statistics presented at Internet World Stats3 . The most used
language on the Web is English, followed by Chinese and Spanish. The Chinese
language does not use the Latin alphabet and therefore falls outside the scope
3
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Fig. 1 Composition of the corpus according to ambiguity and language of results.

of this corpus. Therefore, the main languages selected in this corpus coincide
with the top Latin alphabet languages used on the Web. On the other hand,
we consider that every name, independent of its language of provenance, could
essentially generate a bilingual ambiguity, because in current web context the
results of web searches are usually in the same language as the query, as well
as in English. In this sense, in order to build the corpus, we begin by selecting
queries in Spanish (French or other language) person names, English names,
and a combination of both (the first name in one language and the surname
in the other).
The distribution of names according to their origin language are as follows:
36 Spanish names; 34 English names; 8 French names; 2 Italian names; 1
Portuguese name; 1 Basque name; 1 Catalan name, and 17 mixed names with
first and last name in diﬀerent language. Notice that the origin language of a
name does not necessarily imply that the language of the web pages referring
to that name must be the same.
The MC4WEPS corpus is made up of web sites downloaded from web
searches on 100 diﬀerent person names. The results returned by the search
engine included all kind of web resources: hypertext documents, images, sounds
files, and other files that are common on the Web (e.g. PDF or PPT).
Figure 1 shows the composition of the corpus according to the degree of
ambiguity of query and the languages of the results. As can be seen, the results
for the person name queries are mainly multilingual, and have a certain degree
of ambiguity (51% of person names are very ambiguous, 45% ambiguous and
4% non-ambiguous).
Non ambiguous results tended to refer to celebrities from the media (e.g.
Norah Jones), or outstanding individuals (e.g. Emily Dickinson). Ambiguous
results were monolingual when they corresponded to renowned people, but
only in the heart of a linguistic community (e.g. Manuel Campo, a Spanish
journalist). On the contrary, multilingual results were generally sites devoted
to distinguished international persons (e.g. Jacques Cousteau). Lastly, very
ambiguous results were usually combinations of popular names and surnames
(e.g. John Smith and Michael Collins).
There are 30 diﬀerent languages in the MC4WEPS corpus, but only two of
them are seen very frequently in the results. Figure 2 shows the predominant
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Fig. 2 Presence of the main languages in MC4WEPS corpus.

languages, i.e. those appearing on more than twenty web pages. We use the
standardized nomenclature ISO 639 to classify the languages (in particular,
the 2-letter ISO 639-1 nomenclature). There are a total of seven of the most
common languages (FR, DE, IT, PT, EN, ES and NL), although English and
Spanish predominate. The least frequently occurring languages in the corpus
(with less than twenty web pages) are the following: HR, VI, HU, ID, OC,
UK, DA, IS, GL, EL, ZH, NO, CS, SK, RU, TR, SV, EU, RO, JA, FI, CA
and PL.
In accordance with the design decisions, the predominant languages in the
corpus are English and Spanish. On the other hand, due to the fact that all
person names in the new corpus are either English or European names, the
presence of Asian languages in the corpus is limited. Even so, the corpus does
contain some pages written in Asian languages and also in languages of Cyrillic
alphabet such as Russian or Ukrainian, because these pages include the query
name in Latin alphabet.
Regarding the multilingualism of person names, the number of names with
web pages written in more than two languages represent 46% of the names in
the corpus; whereas 35% of the names contain web pages in two languages,
and the rest of the names only have pages in one language (19%).
Tables 1, 2, and 3 present the 100 person names found in the corpus. Each
table has seven columns: the first one shows whether the query results are
monolingual or multilingual; the second column shows whether the clusters of
diﬀerent individuals who share the name are monolingual or multilingual; the
third column presents the person names; the fourth and fifth columns show the
number of web pages for each person name classified into related (R) and nonrelated pages (NR), respectively (R and NR concepts are described in Section
3.2); and the last two columns show the number of individuals whose web pages
are all written in the same language (Mono) and in diﬀerent languages (Multi),
respectively. The information for non-ambiguous names is presented in Table
1, Table 2 contains very ambiguous names, and finally, Table 3 presents the
information of ambiguous names.
As the tables show, 96% of person names are ambiguous, being 51% of
them very ambiguous, and only 4% non-ambiguous. These percentages agree
with the objective of building a corpus with person names of diﬀerent degrees
of ambiguity. Furthermore, for each type of ambiguity, around 75% of the
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Table 1 List of non-ambiguous people names (4% of the names of the collection).
Language of
the results
Monolingual (1%)

Language of
the clusters
Monolingual (1%)

Multilingual (3%)

Multilingual (3%)

Person Name
Emily Dickinson
Albert Barillé
Henri Michaux
Norah Jones

Web Pages
R
NR
106
1
88
11
97
1
10
1

Individuals
Mono Multi
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

names have web pages in diﬀerent languages, which was the other aim when
designing the corpus. In the multilingual cases, some individuals have web
pages in diﬀerent languages, but others have all their corresponding pages
written in the same language. In this sense, the corpus features a varied degree
of multilingual names. This characteristic can make the task of disambiguation
more diﬃcult, because although the corpus is multilingual, the clusters that
represent the diﬀerent individuals are not always multilingual.

3.2 Compilation and Annotation Procedures
Each query was composed of a name and a surname (e.g. Julio Iglesias). We do
not use quotation marks in the queries in order to increase the recall obtaining
more web pages with similar names about the same individual, for example
the names George Bush and George W. Bush. From here on we refer to each of
these queries as AMB-QUERY. Mozilla Firefox navigator was used for all the
queries, and Google and Yahoo were the selected search engines. These search
engines were also used with the following configuration of the advanced search
option: any language; any region; anytime; and Safesearch to “oﬀ”. Annotators
observed than Google filtered the results by the language of the country of the
IP more than Yahoo did, even though advanced search was used with both
google.com and yahoo.com.
For each AMB-QUERY, the first 110 web sites were saved. Pages retrieved
from external search engines (e.g. Google Books or Images, Yahoo Shopping,
Ask, Google or Yahoo News) were discarded. We also ruled out sponsored
links, advertisements, repeated results, and pages with errors in downloading
or whose content was unavailable because it had expired.
Each web page was downloaded and stored for oﬀ-line processing. We also
stored the basic metadata associated with each search result, including the
original URL, the ISO 639-1 language code of the site contents (e.g. ES, ‘Spanish’, or EN, ‘English’), the date of downloading, and the name of the annotator.
These metadata were stored in XML format. Figure 3 is an example of said
metadata.
Five linguists gathered the data. Each one performed searches for 20 diﬀerent AMB-QUERIES, downloaded the documents, and tagged the metadata.
Then, they checked the results and classified the sites according to the indi-
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Table 2 List of very ambiguous people names (51% of the names of the collection).
Language of
the results

Monolingual (11%)

Language of
the clusters

Monolingual (11%)

Multilingual (34%)

Multilingual (40%)

Monolingual (6%)

Person Name
David Cutler
John Smith
Jorge Fernández
Ken Olsen
Mark Davies
Michael Collins
Michael Hammond
Michael Hastings
Peter Mitchell
Randy Miller
William Miller
Agustı́n González
Albert Gomez
Álex Rovira
Alfred Nowak
Almudena Sierra
Álvaro Vargas
Amber Rodrı́guez
Antonio Camacho
David Robles
Didier Dupont
Elena Ochoa
Hendrick Janssen
James Martin
Jesse Garcı́a
John Harrison
José Ortega
Joseph Lister
Joseph Murray
Julián López
Liliana Jiménez
Mario Gómez
Matt Biondi
Michelle Martı́nez
Miriam Gonzalez
Peter Kirkpatrick
Pierre Dumont
Raúl González
Richard Rogers
Roger Becker
Amanda Navarro
Brian Fuentes
John Williams
Olegario Martı́nez
Thomas Klett
Alberto Angulo
Andrea Alonso
Leonor Garcı́a
Palmira Hernández
Rafael Morales
Virginia Dı́az

Web Pages
R
NR
79
19
90
11
101
6
94
6
85
20
93
15
89
11
93
7
86
24
66
33
67
40
93
6
75
30
89
6
37
72
37
63
92
8
95
11
58
51
93
7
59
50
105
5
27
77
86
14
91
18
88
21
87
21
103
6
84
21
107
2
35
55
99
1
100
6
97
8
104
6
79
27
84
15
105
2
84
16
84
19
73
29
97
3
85
17
90
10
56
42
101
7
83
22
88
12
41
64
82
18
89
17

Individuals
Mono Multi
37
0
52
0
28
0
41
0
60
0
31
0
79
0
19
0
60
0
52
0
40
0
41
4
49
1
12
8
12
3
19
3
39
11
65
8
29
10
49
9
20
14
13
2
17
2
46
2
22
4
39
11
37
3
9
3
46
1
26
2
26
5
17
1
8
4
48
1
37
6
31
4
31
8
29
3
30
10
24
5
49
1
9
3
43
1
36
2
26
7
49
0
49
0
53
0
37
0
47
0
40
0
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Table 3 List of ambiguous people names (45% of the names of the collection).
Language of
the results

Monolingual (9%)

Multilingual (36%)

Language of
the clusters

Monolingual (9%)

Multilingual (34%)

Monolingual (2%)

Person Name
Frederick Sanger
Manuel Campo
Marina Castaño
Michael Bloomberg
Richard Branson
Rick Warren
Ryan Gosling
Mary Lasker
Mary Leakey
Albert Claude
Alberto Granado
Aldo Donelli
Almudena Ariza
Chris Andersen
Cicely Saunders
Edward Heath
Francisco Bernis
Franco Modigliani
Julio Iglesias
Katia Guerreiro
Manuel Alvar
Marı́a Dueñas
Michael Portillo
Michelle Bachelet
Oswald Avery
Paul Erhlich
Paul Zamecnik
Pedro Duque
Rafael Matesanz
Richard Vaughan
Rita Levi
Tim Duncan
William Osler
Gaspar Zarrı́as
George Bush
Gorka Larrumbide
Jacques Cousteau
Javi Nieves
Adam Rosales
Claudio Reyna
John Orozco
Lauren Tamayo
Miguel Cabrera
Robin López
Michel Bernard

Web Pages
R
NR
95
5
100
3
98
2
108
2
98
2
99
0
102
1
87
16
106
4
80
26
106
1
94
16
105
5
98
2
98
12
90
13
71
29
107
2
108
1
110
0
71
38
100
0
104
1
102
5
106
4
92
7
95
7
96
14
107
3
102
6
102
2
100
3
81
25
110
0
93
15
74
35
108
1
104
2
99
11
104
3
80
20
90
11
104
4
88
14
5
95

Individuals
Mono Multi
2
0
7
0
5
0
2
0
3
0
5
0
2
0
3
0
2
0
8
1
1
1
2
2
4
2
5
1
1
1
6
2
1
3
0
2
1
1
6
2
3
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
2
3
3
3
2
5
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
7
1
4
1
8
1
7
1
1
2
10
0
5
0
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Fig. 3 Example of metadata for a web page of the Julio Iglesias name.

viduals they referred to. Thus, for each AMB-QUERY, a gold standard was
created by specifying the following information:
– The diﬀerent individuals that were found. Each diﬀerent individual was
represented with a number that also identified the cluster.
– The identifier of each downloaded document that corresponded to each
cluster. The web site identifier was the position of the website in the ranking
results.
– The language code of the cluster, taking into account that there could be
more than one language.
In many cases, a cluster of non-related (NR) pages was also created for
each AMB-QUERY. A web page was considered non-related in the following
cases:
– Social network web pages where the individual was not clearly identifiable
(this assessment could be slightly subjective).
– Web pages where the identity of the individual was unclear, and could only
be identified through the web page links.
– Web sites of streets, public places such as airports or libraries, foundations,
organisms or institutions with the name of a person, such as Paul Ehrlich
Foundation or Jacques Cousteau Society.
– Web pages referring to person names with the same words as the query,
but in reverse order, such as Avery Oswald for the query Oswald Avery.
– Web pages referring to diﬀerent person names made up of the first name
of the query and the surname, for example, people with the names Paula
Jiménez and Liliana Viola for the search Liliana Jiménez.
Figure 4 shows a simplified version of the gold standard for the name Pedro
Duque. Cluster number 1 refers to the famous Spanish astronaut followed
by the list of his corresponding sites identifiers 001, 003, 004, etc., and the
language codes of these sites. Cluster number 2 refers to a Spanish manager in
the automotive sector, etc., and the results number 002, 005,... are non-related
pages for that name.
On the other hand, in recent years the number of diﬀerent social networks
has increased and search engines return results from social media platforms
when searching information with a person name query. This fact poses new
challenges for disambiguation methods that had previously been shown to be
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Fig. 4 Simplified version of the gold standard for Pedro Duque name.

very eﬀective [6]. Specifically, the text of social media profiles can be short,
noisy, and strongly dependent on the context, complicating the task of extracting good textual features that can help in the disambiguation process.
Therefore, our proposal of a new corpus contains a significant and more realistic amount of social web pages from diﬀerent social networks (e.g. Facebook,
Linkedin, Twitter, or Google+), where some of the pages may contain more
textual information related to the individual than others pages, but all the
social pages are returned by the search engine as relevant for a person name
query, and consequently, all of them must be dealt with in the disambiguation
process.
Pages from social networks presented additional diﬃculties to annotators.
These types of sites frequently showed results of several persons with the same
name, since some typical social pages may contain a list of these diﬀerent individuals in the network with the links to access each person’s profile. These
listings of homonymous individuals had to be assigned to other previously
identified clusters, which was not straightforward task. This was mainly due
to the fact that the cluster corresponding to an individual contains not only
pages referring to him/her, but also social networking pages related to him/her
and homonymous individuals. Therefore, these listing pages were included in
more than one cluster, namely in each cluster corresponding to a diﬀerent
homonymous individual. For example, if a listing page for the name Pierre
Dumont included information about two diﬀerent people corresponding to
cluster 1 and 2 for this search, this listing page was included both in cluster
1 and 2. Similarly, telephone listings and yellow-pages posed the same problem. In these cases, individuals were more diﬃcult to recognize, because their
personal data is scarce. Indeed, individuals could not always be identified on
pages from social networks (especially, if a picture was not available).
Table 4 shows information about the distribution of social networks web
pages in the MC4WEPS corpus. It shows the percentage of social networking
pages and the percentage of individuals (clusters) with pages from social network websites for each person name. Only two person names do not contain
social networking pages, which indicates that these types of pages have a high
presence on the Web, and 75% of person names in the collection have less
than 10% of social network pages. Regarding individuals, all the individuals
of 7 person names have social network pages (e.g. Alberto Granado), and 25
person names have social networking pages in 50% or more of their individuals (e.g. Adam Rosales). In this aspect, this corpus represents a current real
scenario better than other state-of-the-art corpora do.
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Finally, the MC4WEPS corpus was revised in order to detect format and
inconsistency mistakes during the manual annotation process. Diﬀerent kinds
of mistakes were found and corrected:
– The gold standard contains a non-existing web page ID in the corpus.
– The gold standard does not contain an existing web page ID in the corpus.
– A cluster includes languages that do not appear in their corresponding web
pages.
– Languages annotated in web pages do not appear in their corresponding
clusters.
– The gold standard includes a web page as non-related but it also appears
in some clusters.
After correcting those annotation errors the corpus and gold standard were
considered finished.
3.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement
In the last few years, the reliability of corpora annotation has acquired an
increasing importance and has become a key requirement for creating a usable
annotated corpus. The data annotated by a single person may be prone to bias
and error, which results in unreliable annotations. For this reason, the recent
trend in corpus development is to have more than one annotator annotate
corpus independently [7]. In accordance with this trend, one of our objectives
was to find out whether the annotators reached a satisfying level of agreement
when they performed the same coding task.
In corpus statistics, corpus reliability is measured by a coeﬃcient of agreement. The Kappa statistics [9] is a coeﬃcient of agreement for nominal scales,
which measures the proportion of observed agreement to agreement by chance
and the maximum agreement attainable to chance agreement considering pairwise agreement. An extension of the Kappa statistics was proposed later [13]
for measuring agreement in ordinal scale data.
In recent years the Kappa coeﬃcient has been used in computational linguistics as a standard, because of its simplicity and robustness. The equation
for computing the Kappa coeﬃcient is the following:
P (A) − P (E)
(1)
1 − P (E)
where P (A) is the proportion of times that the annotators agree and P (E)
is the proportion of times that we would expect them to agree by chance. The
values of K are constrained to the interval [-1, 1]. A K value of 1 means perfect
agreement, whereas a K value of 0 means that agreement is equal to chance,
and finally, a K value of -1 means complete disagreement.
Usually, the data for paired ratings on a 2-category nominal scale are displayed in a 2×2 contingency table. We calculated a contingency table (Table 5)
to measure the agreement between the annotators in the MC4WEPS corpus,
where:
K=
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Table 4 Presence of pages from social networks in the collection.

Person Name
Adam Rosales
Agustı́n González
Albert Barillé
Albert Claude
Albert Gomez
Alberto Angulo
Alberto Granado
Aldo Donelli
Álex Rovira
Alfred Nowak
Almudena Ariza
Almudena Sierra
Álvaro Vargas
Amanda Navarro
Amber Rodrı́guez
Andrea Alonso
Antonio Camacho
Brian Fuentes
Chris Andersen
Cicely Saunders
Claudio Reyna
David Cutler
David Robles
Didier Dupont
Edward Heath
Elena Ochoa
Emily Dickinson
Francisco Bernis
Franco Modigliani
Frederick Sanger
Gaspar Zarrı́as
George Bush
Gorka Larrumbide
Hendrick Janssen
Henri Michaux
Jacques Cousteau
James Martin
Javi Nieves
Jesse Garcı́a
John Harrison
John Orozco
John Smith
John Williams
Jorge Fernández
José Ortega
Joseph Lister
Joseph Murray
Julián López
Julio Iglesias
Katia Guerreiro

Social
web pages
7.27%
7.07%
2.02%
10.38%
9.52%
5.56%
2.8%
7.27%
21.05%
2.75%
10.91%
10%
22%
6.86%
10.38%
8.57%
22.94%
6%
4%
5.45%
6.54%
13.27%
6%
22.94%
1.94%
7.27%
3.74%
4%
1.83%
0%
3.64%
1.85%
3.67%
6.73%
2.04%
3.67%
5%
2.83%
6.42%
14.68%
9%
10.89%
16.67%
3.74%
9.26%
7.34%
5.71%
10.34%
1.83%
9.09%

Clusters with
social web pages
66.67%
15.22%
50%
20%
19.61%
12%
100%
60%
71.43%
12.5%
100%
34.78%
43.14%
13.73%
14.86%
14%
40%
38.46%
42.86%
100%
66.67%
23.68%
10.17%
57.14%
22.22%
50%
50%
20%
33.33%
0%
33.33%
20%
50%
5%
50%
66.67%
6.12%
50%
18.52%
25.49%
60%
18.87%
33.33%
13.79%
19.51%
53.85%
12.5%
3.67%
33.33%
100%

Person Name
Ken Olsen
Lauren Tamayo
Leonor Garcı́a
Liliana Jiménez
Manuel Alvar
Manuel Campo
Marı́a Dueñas
Marina Castaño
Mario Gomez
Mark Davies
Mary Lasker
Mary Leakey
Matt Biondi
Michael Bloomberg
Michael Collins
Michael Hammond
Michael Hastings
Michael Portillo
Michel Bernard
Michelle Bachelet
Michelle Martı́nez
Miguel Cabrera
Miriam Gonzalez
Norah Jones
Olegario Martı́nez
Oswald Avery
Palmira Hernández
Paul Erhlich
Paul Zamecnik
Pedro Duque
Peter Kirkpatrick
Peter Mitchell
Pierre Dumont
Rafael Matesanz
Rafael Morales
Randy Miller
Raul González
Richard Branson
Richard Rogers
Richard Vaughan
Rick Warren
Rita Levi
Robin Lopez
Roger Becker
Ryan Gosling
Thomas Klett
Tim Duncan
Virginia Dı́az
William Miller
William Osler

Social
web pages
5%
9.9%
7%
21.11%
2.75%
2.91%
5%
4%
3%
17.14%
0.97%
4.55%
9.43%
5.45%
0.93%
19%
4%
3.81%
0%
6.54%
11.43%
5.56%
10.91%
4.95%
10%
6.36%
7.62%
3.03%
1.96%
3.64%
6.6%
28.18%
9.09%
5.45%
7%
10.1%
3.74%
6%
13%
3.7%
7.07%
0.96%
10.78%
3.88%
6.8%
7.14%
2.91%
9.43%
6.54%
3.77%

Clusters with
social web pages
9.52%
77.78%
9.26%
43.75%
40%
12.5%
80%
66.67%
15.79%
26.23%
25%
100%
53.85%
66.67%
6.25%
22.5%
15%
66.67%
0%
66.67%
14%
50%
25%
100%
10.26%
66.67%
18.42%
30%
14.29%
33.33%
13.89%
36.07%
15%
28.57%
12.5%
13.21%
12.12%
75%
29.27%
66.67%
80%
33.33%
63.64%
13.33%
100%
17.65%
75%
19.51%
14.63%
33.33%
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Table 5 Data for paired ratings in a 2 × 2 contingency table.

First partition
Pair in same cluster
Pair in diﬀerent cluster
Total

Second partition
Pair in same
Pair in
cluster
diﬀerent cluster
a
b
c
d
p2
q2

Total
p1
q1
N

– a is the number of pairs in the same group in the first partition and in the
second,
– b is the number of pairs in the same group in the first partition, but in
diﬀerent in the second,
– c is the number of pairs in diﬀerent groups in the first partition, but in the
same in the second,
– d is the number of pairs in diﬀerent groups in the first partition and in the
second,
– N = a + b + c + d.
Considering the contingency table, equations 2 and 3 show how P(A) and
P(E) are computed, respectively:
P (A) =

a+d
N

(2)

(a + b) ∗ (a + c) (c + d) ∗ (b + d)
(3)
+
N
N
Before computing the agreement between the annotators according to the
Kappa coeﬃcient, we considered two issues that have been neglected in the
computational linguistics literature [12]: (1) There are two main ways of computing P(E), which reflect diﬀerent conceptualizations of the problem; and (2)
K is aﬀected by skewed distributions of categories (the prevalence problem)
and by the degree to which the annotators disagree (the bias problem).
The two methods of computing P(E) are: the expected agreement, according to whether the distribution of proportions over the categories is considered
by the annotators to be equal [13,29], or not [9]. In practice, the two computations produce very similar outcomes in most cases, especially for the highest
values of K. However, they can indeed result in diﬀerent values of K, which can
lead to contradictory conclusions on inter-coder agreement. The other problem
aﬀecting the K coeﬃcient is related with the asymmetry in the distributions
of categories and the degree to which the annotators disagree. That is, for a
fixed P(A), the values of K vary substantially in the presence of prevalence,
bias, or both.
Taking into account the previous problems associated with the Kappa coeﬃcient, we have measured the inter-annotator agreement, not only by calculating K, but also with other measures that have previously been used to
compare clustering solutions [16,27]: the Rand Index, the Jaccard Coeﬃcient,
P (E) =
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and the Folkes and Mallows index. These indexes are based on the distribution of the pairs of texts. For all these measures the values are ≥ 0 and ≤
1, therefore, high values indicate high agreement between the annotators. In
the following we present the equations for each measure, considering again the
data of the contingency table:
– The Rand Index [26] calculates the fraction of elements that were correctly
classified (or, vice versa, misclassified) out of all the elements.
R=

a+d
N

(4)

– The Jaccard Coeﬃcient [17] measures the proportion of agreements in a
set of n comparisons. It counts the number of pairs that belong to the same
cluster in both partitions divided by the number of pairs that are included
in at least one of the two partitions.
J=

a
a+b+c

(5)

– The Fowlkes and Mallows index [14] measures the geometric mean of the
proportion of pairs that belong to the same cluster in both partitions,
relative to the number of pairs that belong to the same cluster for at least
one partition.
√
FM =

a
a
·
a+b a+c

(6)

Each annotator of the MC4WEPS corpus cross validated the results of
two other person names that were searched and tagged by other annotators.
Therefore, 10 out of the 100 AMB-QUERIES were cross validated. Next, a
third linguist (the coordinator of the annotation task) performed a final crossvalidation of 10 AMB-QUERIES, selecting 2 AMB-QUERIES from the diﬀerent sets of previous 10 cross validated AMB-QUERIES, in order to perform a
final cross-validation. The idea was to confirm that the diﬀerent annotations
were consistent. The result of this final validation was set as the baseline to
compare with the other gold standards that were cross validated. Table 6 summarizes all the agreement values computed, with the diﬀerent measures used,
and cross-validated query results.
Some guidelines to classify the strength of agreement depending on the
magnitude of Kappa have been proposed [19]: the extent of agreement can be
qualified as Poor (K < 0), Slight (0 ≤ k ≤ 0.21), Fair (0.21 ≤ k ≤ 0.40),
Moderate (0.41 ≤ k ≤ 0.60), Substantial (0.61 ≤ k ≤ 0.80), Almost perfect
(0.81 ≤ k ≤ 1.00). A Kappa value between 40% and 60% indicates a moderate
level of agreement, while value ranges of (60% - 80%) and (80% - 100%) indicate substantial and almost perfect levels of agreement respectively. Due to the
arbitrary nature of these benchmarks, another benchmark scale have been proposed [13]. The Fleiss’ scale collapsed the Landis-Koch benchmark into three
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Table 6 Agreement indexes for the 10 cross validated queries.
Person Name
Elena Ochoa
Mario Gómez
Marı́a Dueñas
David Cutler
Olegario Martı́nez
Hendrick Janssen
Miguel Cabrera
Henri Michaux
Paul Zamecnik
Pedro Duque

K
0.94
0.84
1.0
0.81
0.74
0.41
0.85
0.19
0.36
0.78

R
0.97
0.92
1.0
0.97
0.93
0.75
0.96
0.86
0.69
0.9

Jaccard
0.95
0.87
1.0
0.71
0.65
0.66
0.96
0.86
0.62
0.86

FM
0.97
0.93
1.0
0.83
0.79
0.80
0.98
0.93
0.78
0.93

ranges: Kappa values of 40% or less are labeled as Poor ; values in the 40%75% range represent an Intermediate to Good extent of agreement; and finally,
values in the 75%-100% range indicate an Excellent extent of agreement.
With regard to the agreement values in our corpus samples, 60% of names
have an Excellent extent of agreement within the Kappa and the Fleiss’ scale.
These names also obtained good values of agreement by applying the rest of
measurements. All of these names are ambiguous (50% very ambiguous, and
the remaining 50% ambiguous).
The extent of agreement is Intermediate to good for 20% of the names
(e.g. Olegario Martı́nez ), and in this case these names are ambiguous. The
agreement values for the rest of measures are again good; only the values
of Jaccard Coeﬃcient fall slightly. All the previous results indicate that the
degree of agreement between the annotators is not directly related with the
degree of ambiguity.
Finally, there are two names where the agreement is Poor : Henri Michaux
(non-ambiguous) and Paul Zamecnik (ambiguous). Surprisingly, the value of
Kappa is very low for the non-ambiguous name Henri Michaux, despite the fact
that all the web pages should be in the same cluster (all search results referred
the same individual). This low Kappa value is due to the cluster of nonrelated
(NR) pages, which we also included when calculating the agreement. Two
annotators only diﬀered in eight NR web pages (one linguist associated a
web page with the cluster of the individual or with the cluster of NR pages,
and the other linguist annotated the contrary). Nevertheless, we considered
pairs of web pages when we computed the agreement. This produced many
diﬀerent pairs between the annotators, and a low kappa value. Indeed, the
three names where almost all the web pages are grouped in one cluster have
the lowest Kappa value of agreement (Hendrick Janssen, Henri Michaux and
Paul Zamecnik ). This fact confirms the problems previously described that
aﬀect this coeﬃcient. Even so, the name Henri Michaux has good agreement
values with the rest of measurements (between 0.86 and 0.93). The agreement
is a bit lower for the name Paul Zamecnik (between 0.62 and 0.78), but it is
substantially better than the Kappa value (0.36).
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In summary, due to the good agreement values between the annotators of
the MC4WEPS sample, we consider that it is a reliable corpus for the task of
Web People Search Disambiguation.

3.4 Availability
The MC4WEPS corpus is available to researchers on the public resources4 web
page of the Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval Group at
UNED.
In addition, we built two partitions of the corpus. First, we split the
MC4WEPS corpus into training/test sets for use with supervised methods.
80% of the names were included in the training set, and the other 20% in
the test set. In order to ensure that the training set has names with diﬀerent
degrees of ambiguity, we selected 80% of the non-ambiguous, ambiguous and
very ambiguous names. We also used the same criteria for the language of the
results, and we selected not only English and Spanish names, but also names
of other origins, as well as mixed names (with names and surnames of diﬀerent
origin). We called this first partition MC4WEPS-80-20. Likewise, we created a
second corpus partition. We split the MC4WEPS corpus into training/test sets
with the same size relation (80-20%), but now selecting the names in a random
way. Therefore, the proportionalities of the diﬀerent aspects between the two
sets are not ensured as in the previous case. This new partition was called
MC4WEPS-80-20-Random. These versions of the corpus are also available at
the same web site as the original corpus.
Regarding the copyright issue, there is no easy way of determining whether
the content of a particular page is copyrighted, nor it is feasible to ask hundreds
of potential copyright holders for usage permission. All the contents of the
MC4WEPS corpus were publicly available on the Web and all the contents of
pages from social networks were obtained without being logged into any social
website, in order to avoid downloading private contents.
Even though the results of the searches are mainly HTML web pages,
1.24% are in one of these other formats: XHTML, PDF, SHTML, TXT, and
XHT. Of these formats, the predominant one is PDF. An XML document with
metadata is associated with each document, regardless of its format.

4 Exploring the MC4WEPS corpus
In this section we will compare the MC4WEPS corpus with state-of-the-art
corpora and report the diﬀerences between them. This comparison will help to
better understand the particular characteristics of the corpus we developed.
We make a comparison according to diﬀerent aspects such as the size of
the corpora regarding the number of person names, the diﬀerent levels of
ambiguity contained in the corpora, the presence of diﬀerent languages on the
4

http://nlp.uned.es/web-nlp/resources
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Fig. 5 Percentages of diﬀerent degrees of ambiguity in several corpora.

web pages within the corpora, and also the presence of social network pages,
among others.
In terms of the number of diﬀerent person names, the largest corpus is
WePS-3 (300 person names), followed by the MC4WEPS corpus (100 person
names). The other corpora are considerably smaller. The ECIR2012 corpus
contains 33 person names, whereas WePS1 and WePS2 corpora contain 79
person names, respectively.
With respect to ambiguity, we classified each name in the new corpus as
very ambiguous (more than ten individuals share the name), non ambiguous
(the name belongs only to one individual) and ambiguous (less than ten individuals and more than one share the name). We considered the same criteria
for the rest of the corpora, obtaining the results showed in Figure 5. This figure does not show the information about the WePS-3 corpus because its Gold
Standard only contains clusters for two individuals for each person name. Accordingly, we cannot compute the percentages of ambiguity for this corpus.
The MC4WEPS corpus is the only resource where the percentage of ambiguous and very ambiguous person names is more balanced. The rest of the
corpora contain mainly very ambiguous names; indeed, all of those found in the
ECIR2012 corpus are ambiguous. We think that although there are many very
ambiguous names in a real search scenario, less ambiguous queries are frequent
as well. Thus, when creating evaluation corpora for people name disambiguation on the Web, we think it makes sense to consider both very ambiguous
and ambiguous person name queries.
The only really multilingual resource is the MC4WEPS corpus, which contains web pages in diﬀerent languages. The other corpora are monolingual,
with web pages only in English, or Dutch in the case of the ECIR2012 corpus.
We are living in a multilingual world and the amount of non-English information that is globally accessible is growing continuously. Nowadays, users of
search engines make a query in one language and can retrieve documents in
more than one language. In this sense, the corpus developed is a reliable data
set of Web searches.
Concerning the content of social networks, two of the four corpora (ECIR2012
and MC4WEPS) contain a significant amount of these web pages. WePS-1 test
corpus contains 1.52% of social web pages, whereas test WePS-2 and WePS-3
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corpora contain 2.41% and 2.76% of social web pages, respectively. As we can
see these percentages are low compared to a common scenario and, moreover,
a lot of these social pages were discarded in the final evaluation because there
was not enough evidence to decide where to put them in the clustering solution.
However, in the ECIR2012 corpus, 46.09% of the web pages were taken from
social networks, whereas the MC4WEPS corpus contains 7.26% of these types
of pages. The ECIR2012 corpus has more pages from social network sites due
to the procedures used to collect them. The rankings of several search engines
were used for each query, and then the social networking web pages of each
ranking were gathered. Furthermore, the social networks for the queries (Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Myspace and Hyves) were predetermined. In our case,
we only used the ranking obtained from Google or Yahoo! and we considered
every social network that appeared in the first 100 search engine results. In a
certain way, the development of ECIR2012 corpus seems more artificial. In our
case, the MC4WEPS corpus was developed following the definition of the Web
People Search Disambiguation task. Thus, we did not add other web pages to
the ranking. In addition, the MC4WEPS corpus contains a greater variety of
social networks (13 in total). The most frequent were Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter, which are also predominant in the ECIR2012 corpus, together with
Hyves, which is a Dutch social network similar to Facebook.
We also analyzed the degree to which famous individuals sharing an ambiguous name with ordinary people monopolized the top of the ranking. Documents relevant to famous people frequently outnumber those relevant to ordinary people [30]. We considered that an individual is more prominent than the
rest when their corresponding cluster contains at least 25% of the total web
pages for the person name. In the MC4WEPS corpus, 76% of the names are
shared by prominent people. In the other corpora, the percentages of names
shared by at least one prominent person is as follows: 43.33% of the names
in WePS-1; 83.33% of the names in WePS-2; and 42.42% of the names in
ECIR2012.
Finally, another diﬀerent aspect of the MC4WEPS corpus with respect to
the rest of the corpora is that the compiled search engine results are not only
web pages in HTML format, but also other types of documents with diﬀerent
formats.
In summary, the MC4WEPS corpus has several features that make it more
comprehensive and useful than the existing state-of-the-art corpora for testing
new approaches to the Web People Search Disambiguation task.

5 MC4WEPS corpus evaluation
The best participants in the WePS evaluation campaigns [2, 3, 1] used different approaches based on Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithm for grouping web search results. Therefore, to evaluate the corpora
MC4WEPS-80-20 and MC4WEPS-80-20-Random we chose HAC algorithm
with single-link technique as a baseline. For each corpus, we used the training
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Table 7 Baseline corpus evaluation with HAC clustering algorithm.
MC4WEPS-80-20
MC4WEPS-80-20-Random

BP
0.64
0.57

BR
0.86
0.82

F0.5
0.67
0.61

set to learn the threshold that the HAC algorithm requires, and then we applied the algorithm to the test set. We represented the web pages by means
of 1-grams, with tf-idf weighting schema and using cosine similarity. Table 7
presents the results. We evaluated the results with B-Cubed metrics [4]. These
metrics are considered more suitable than other ones to measure the performance of People Name Disambiguation systems [3] and are the oﬃcial metrics
in WePS campaigns. We used B-Cubed precision (BP ), B-Cubed recall (BR)
and their harmonic mean (F0.5 ).
These results show that there is still room for improvement. It is important
to note that this baseline was carried out without any translation resources,
so the results might improve with a suitable preprocessing with translation
resources. On the other hand, supervised approaches could be also applied
with the hope of improving the results by making the best use of the training
data. Therefore, novel proposals could be applied in order to increase the BP
and BR values obtained for this baseline.
The HAC algorithm is highly sensitive to the learned threshold, therefore,
if the training corpus contains a higher percentage of non ambiguous and
a lower percentage of ambiguous names, the learned threshold will not be
suﬃciently high, and the algorithm will tend to group web pages of diﬀerent
individuals in the same cluster. The diﬀerences between the percentages of
ambiguous names and languages in the training and test sets is higher in the
MC4WEPS-80-20-Random corpus than in the MC4WEPS-80-20 corpus. For
this reason, precision values are worse in experiments carried out using the
MC4WEPS-80-20-Random corpus, with respect to those obtained with the
other corpus.

6 Conclusions
MC4WEPS is a new corpus designed to be a reliable gold standard for the
task of multilingual Web People Search Disambiguation. It will be useful for
researchers, freeing them from the burden of having to compile a new data
set from scratch with the characteristics of this new corpus. In this way, we
provide a data set by which diﬀerent methods and techniques can be compared
to each other. The two main contributions of the MC4WEPS corpus are that
it includes multilingual results, and it keeps the social networking profiles
retrieved by search engines. These features provide a more realistic scenario
for the current web context to train and evaluate the systems for resolving this
task. Therefore, we provide two diﬀerent partitions of the complete corpus,
where both are split into training and test sets. In addition, we present a
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baseline evaluation of the diﬀerent version of the corpus with one of the most
used clustering algorithms for the task of Web People Search Disambiguation.
97% of the person names contained in MC4WEPS corpus are ambiguous,
but with diﬀerent degrees of ambiguity. This makes the MC4WEPS corpus an
excellent test bed to check whether the performance of the systems for web
people search disambiguation varies depending on the degree of ambiguity.
As stated above, the MC4WEPS corpus is publicly accessible, and we hope
other researchers use it. We are already actively using the MC4WEPS corpus
in various tasks, and we believe that this use will give us a clearer idea of the
strengths and limitations of the corpus.
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